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About

Pensum Sans a poetic and precise soulmate within the Pensum Trilogy – a
typeface with absolutely no serifs. No, not even one. As readable as Pensum
Pro, with italics that are just as sexy, Pensum Sans is a powerhorse for text, text
and nothing but text. With the same legible skeleton as the serif, Pensum Sans
echoes and contrasts with its companions: steady rhythm, smooth and sharp
shapes, unexpected detailing.
With nine weights, thin to black with matched italics, Pensum Sans doesn’t
kid about. The punchy black’s higher contrast to the fashionable thin weights
ensures it tackles extended text, whether in magazines or news, with ease. Pensum Sans is robust in smaller sizes, where its ink-traps and that finely balanced
contrast can work their magic — and those same details make it impressive in
headlines or large italic quotes.
With more than a thousand glyphs, lots of OpenType features and definitely no
serifs at all, Pensum Sans can fulfil every typographic need. For lovers of book
typography, the small caps are wider than the caps and you will find punctuation in case and small-cap sensitive variations. Pensum’s Adobe Latin 3 encoding is a TypeMates standard and gives a wide range of flexibility for Latin
language support.

Designer / Year

Nils Thomsen in 2020

Formats

OTF and TTF for Desktop and apps, plus WOFF, WOFF2 and EOT for web

Styles

Thin, ExtraLight, Light, Regular, Book, Medium, Bold,
ExtraBold, Black, Black Italic, ExtraBold, Bold,
Medium, Book, Regular, Light, ExtraLight, Thin

Language Support
(Adobe Latin 3+)

More than 90 languages ... Afar, Afrikaans, Albanian, Azerbaijani, Basque, Belarusian, Bislama, Bosnian, Breton,
Catalan, Chamorro, Chichewa, Comorian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Fijian,
Filipino/Tagalog, Finnish, Flemish, French, Gaelic, Gagauz, German, Gikuyu, Gilbertese/Kiribati, HaitianCreole, Hawaiian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Javanese, Kashubian, Kinyarwanda, Kirundi,
Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luba/Ciluba/Kasai, Luxembourgish, Malagasy, Malay, Maltese, Maori, Marquesan,
Moldovan/Romanian, Montenegrin, Nauruan, Ndebele, Norwegian, Oromo, Palauan/Belauan, Polish, Portuguese, Quechua, Romanian, Romansh, Sami, Samoan, Sango, Serbian, Sesotho, Setswana, Seychellois-Creole,
Swazi, Silesian, Slovak, Slovenian, Somali, Sorbian, Sotho, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tahitian, Tetum, Tok-Pisin,
Tongan, Tsonga, Tswana, Turkish, Turkmen, Tuvaluan, Uzbek, Wallisian, Walloon, Welsh, Xhosa, Zulu

More

Free Demo Fonts @ typemates.com/fonts/pensum-sans#try
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Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans thin

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans extralight

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans light

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans regular

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans book

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans medium

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans bold

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans extrabold

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans black
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Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans thin italic

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans extralight italic

pensum sans light italic

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans regular italic

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans book italic

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans medium italic

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans bold italic

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans extrabold italic

Coronavirus cockpit seatbelt
pensum sans black italic
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extralight, small caps — 25/31 pt

paparazzi Harry and Meghan reportedly left Archie in
Canada with a nanny during their brief return to the UK
earlier this month, and Meghan returned to her son soon
after the couple dropped their “stepping back” bomb.
Now that everything is settled, Harry is back in Canada
with Meghan and Archie. Paparazzi photos published in
the Daily Mail and other UK media outlets documented
book, small caps — 25/31 pt

paparazzi Harry and Meghan reportedly left Archie
in Canada with a nanny during their brief return
to the UK earlier this month, and Meghan returned
to her son soon after the couple dropped their
“stepping back” bomb. Now that everything is
settled, Harry is back in Canada with Meghan and
Archie. Paparazzi photos published in the Daily
black, small caps — 25/31 pt

paparazzi Harry and Meghan reportedly left
Archie in Canada with a nanny during their
brief return to the UK earlier this month, and
Meghan returned to her son soon after the
couple dropped their “stepping back” bomb.
Now that everything is settled, Harry is back
in Canada with Meghan and Archie. Paparazzi
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extralight italic, small caps — 25/31 pt

paparazzi Harry and Meghan reportedly left Archie in
Canada with a nanny during their brief return to the UK
earlier this month, and Meghan returned to her son soon
after the couple dropped their “stepping back” bomb.
Now that everything is settled, Harry is back in Canada
with Meghan and Archie. Paparazzi photos published in
the Daily Mail and other UK media outlets documented
book italic, small caps — 25/31 pt

paparazzi Harry and Meghan reportedly left Archie
in Canada with a nanny during their brief return
to the UK earlier this month, and Meghan returned
to her son soon after the couple dropped their
“stepping back” bomb. Now that everything is
settled, Harry is back in Canada with Meghan and
Archie. Paparazzi photos published in the Daily
black italic, small caps — 25/31 pt

paparazzi Harry and Meghan reportedly left
Archie in Canada with a nanny during their
brief return to the UK earlier this month, and
Meghan returned to her son soon after the
couple dropped their “stepping back” bomb.
Now that everything is settled, Harry is back
in Canada with Meghan and Archie. Paparaz-
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Light Regular Book
light, bold — 7,5/9 pt

light, bold — 8/9,5 pt

light, bold — 8,5/10 pt

lisbon A court in Lisbon this month has ruled that
Rui Pinto, the 31-year-old Portuguese whistleblower
behind Football Leaks, the largest ever exposé of documents and correspondence detailing widespread criminal
behaviour in the world of professional football, ranging
from fraud and tax evasion to match-fixing and political
corruption, is to stand trial on 90 charges relating to his
alleged hacking activities. The charges include attempted
extortion, sabotage of computing systems and a slew of hacking offences including illegal access to data and violation of
the privacy of correspondence. Pinto appeared calm as he
arrived at the Lisbon court on the afternoon of January 17th
in handcuffs and surrounded by seven armed guards. He
faces a maximum total of 25 years in jail if found guilty of
the charges announced. No date was announced for his trial,
but the justice authorities are legally bound to hold it before
the end of September this year. He has been held in preventive detention in Portugal since his extradition last March
from Hungary, where he had set up home. The Portuguese
public prosecution services, in a 195-page legal document
dated September 19th, had demanded that he face trial for

lisbon A court in Lisbon this month has ruled
that Rui Pinto, the 31-year-old Portuguese whistleblower behind Football Leaks, the largest ever
exposé of documents and correspondence detailing
widespread criminal behaviour in the world of professional football, ranging from fraud and tax evasion to
match-fixing and political corruption, is to stand trial
on 90 charges relating to his alleged hacking activities. The charges include attempted extortion, sabotage
of computing systems and a slew of hacking offences including illegal access to data and violation of the privacy
of correspondence. Pinto appeared calm as he arrived
at the Lisbon court on the afternoon of January 17th in
handcuffs and surrounded by seven armed guards. He
faces a maximum total of 25 years in jail if found guilty
of the charges announced. No date was announced for
his trial, but the justice authorities are legally bound to
hold it before the end of September this year. He has
been held in preventive detention in Portugal since his
extradition last March from Hungary, where he had set

lisbon A court in Lisbon this month has ruled
that Rui Pinto, the 31-year-old Portuguese
whistleblower behind Football Leaks, the largest
ever exposé of documents and correspondence detailing widespread criminal behaviour in the world
of professional football, ranging from fraud and tax
evasion to match-fixing and political corruption, is
to stand trial on 90 charges relating to his alleged
hacking activities. The charges include attempted
extortion, sabotage of computing systems and a slew
of hacking offences including illegal access to data
and violation of the privacy of correspondence. Pinto appeared calm as he arrived at the Lisbon court
on the afternoon of January 17th in handcuffs and
surrounded by seven armed guards. He faces a maximum total of 25 years in jail if found guilty of the
charges announced. No date was announced for his
trial, but the justice authorities are legally bound to
hold it before the end of September this year. He has
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Rui Pinto, the 31-year-old Portuguese whistleblower
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Rui Pinto, the 31-year-old Portuguese whistleblower behind Football Leaks, the largest ever exposé
of documents and correspondence detailing widespread criminal behaviour in the world of professional
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charges relating to his alleged hacking activities. The
charges include attempted extortion, sabotage of computing systems and a slew of hacking offences including
illegal access to data and violation of the privacy of
correspondence. Pinto appeared calm as he arrived at
the Lisbon court on the afternoon of January 17th in
handcuffs and surrounded by seven armed guards. He
faces a maximum total of 25 years in jail if found guilty
of the charges announced. No date was announced for
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the world of professional football, ranging from
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lisbon A court in Lisbon this month has ruled that
Rui Pinto, the 31-year-old Portuguese whistleblower behind Football Leaks, the largest ever exposé of
documents and correspondence detailing widespread
criminal behaviour in the world of professional football,
ranging from fraud and tax evasion to match-fixing and
political corruption, is to stand trial on 90 charges relating to his alleged hacking activities. The charges include
attempted extortion, sabotage of computing systems and a
slew of hacking offences including illegal access to data and
violation of the privacy of correspondence. Pinto appeared
calm as he arrived at the Lisbon court on the afternoon
of January 17th in handcuffs and surrounded by seven
armed guards. He faces a maximum total of 25 years in
jail if found guilty of the charges announced. No date was
announced for his trial, but the justice authorities are
legally bound to hold it before the end of September this
year. He has been held in preventive detention in Portugal since his extradition last March from Hungary, where
he had set up home. The Portuguese public prosecution
services, in a 195-page legal document dated Septem-

lisbon A court in Lisbon this month has ruled that
Rui Pinto, the 31-year-old Portuguese whistleblower behind Football Leaks, the largest ever exposé
of documents and correspondence detailing widespread criminal behaviour in the world of professional football, ranging from fraud and tax evasion to
match-fixing and political corruption, is to stand
trial on 90 charges relating to his alleged hacking
activities. The charges include attempted extortion,
sabotage of computing systems and a slew of hacking
offences including illegal access to data and violation
of the privacy of correspondence. Pinto appeared calm
as he arrived at the Lisbon court on the afternoon of
January 17th in handcuffs and surrounded by seven
armed guards. He faces a maximum total of 25 years
in jail if found guilty of the charges announced. No
date was announced for his trial, but the justice authorities are legally bound to hold it before the end of
September this year. He has been held in preventive
detention in Portugal since his extradition last March

lisbon A court in Lisbon this month has ruled
that Rui Pinto, the 31-year-old Portuguese
whistleblower behind Football Leaks, the largest ever exposé of documents and correspondence detailing widespread criminal behaviour in
the world of professional football, ranging from
fraud and tax evasion to match-fixing and political corruption, is to stand trial on 90 charges relating to his alleged hacking activities. The charges
include attempted extortion, sabotage of computing
systems and a slew of hacking offences including illegal access to data and violation of the privacy of
correspondence. Pinto appeared calm as he arrived
at the Lisbon court on the afternoon of January
17th in handcuffs and surrounded by seven armed
guards. He faces a maximum total of 25 years in
jail if found guilty of the charges announced. No
date was announced for his trial, but the justice
authorities are legally bound to hold it before the
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Bold ExtraBold Black
regular, bold — 8/10,5 pt

regular, extrabold — 8/10,5 pt

regular, black — 8/10,5 pt

the recent sudden death of Sir Charles
Baskerville, whose name has been mentioned as the sansbable Liberal candidate for
mid-devon at the next election, has cast a
gloom over the county. Though Sir Charles
had resided at Baskerville Hall for a comparatively short period his amiability of character
and extreme generosity had won the affection
and respect of all who had been brought into
contact with him. In these days of nouveaux
riches it is refreshing to find a case where the
scion of an old county family which has fallen
upon evil days is able to make his own fortune
and to bring it back with him to restore the
fallen grandeur of his line. Sir Charles, as is well
known, made large sums of money in South African speculation. More wise than those who
go on until the wheel turns against them, he
realized his gains and returned to england
with them. It is only two years since he took
up his residence at Baskerville Hall, and it is
common talk how large were those schemes of
reconstruction and imsansvement which have
been interrupted by his death. Being himself
childless, it was his openly expressed desire
that the whole country-side should, within his
own lifetime, sansfit by his good fortune, and
many will have personal reasons for bewailing
his untimely end. His generous donations to
local and county charities have been frequently chronicled in these columns.
The circumstances connected with the death of
Sir Charles cannot be said to have been entirely
cleared up by the inquest, but at least enough
has been done to dispose of those rumours to
which local superstition has given rise. There
is no reason whatever to suspect foul play, or
to imagine that death could be from any but
natural causes. Sir Charles was a widower, and
a man who may be said to have been in some
ways of an eccentric habit of mind. In spite of
his considerable wealth he was simple in his
personal tastes, and his indoor servants at
Baskerville Hall consisted of a married couple
named Barrymore, the husband acting as
butler and the wife as housekeeper. Their
evidence, corroborated by that of several
friends, tends to show that Sir Charles’s health
has for some time been impaired, and points
especially to some affection of the heart, manifesting itself in changes of colour, breathlessness, and acute attacks of nervous depression.
Dr. James Mortimer, the friend and medical
attendant of the deceased, has given evidence
to the same effect.
The facts of the case are simple. Sir Charles
Baskerville was in the habit every night before
going to bed of walking down the famous
Yew Alley of Baskerville Hall. The evidence of

the recent sudden death of Sir Charles
Baskerville, whose name has been mentioned as the sansbable Liberal candidate
for mid-devon at the next election, has
cast a gloom over the county. Though sir
charles had resided at baskerville Hall for
a comparatively short period his amiability of
character and extreme generosity had won
the affection and respect of all who had been
brought into contact with him. In these days
of nouveaux riches it is refreshing to find a
case where the scion of an old county family
which has fallen upon evil days is able to make
his own fortune and to bring it back with him
to restore the fallen grandeur of his line. sir
charles, as is well known, made large sums
of money in South African speculation. More
wise than those who go on until the wheel
turns against them, he realized his gains
and returned to england with them. It is
only two years since he took up his residence
at Baskerville Hall, and it is common talk how
large were those schemes of reconstruction
and imsansvement which have been interrupted by his death. Being himself childless, it was
his openly expressed desire that the whole
country-side should, within his own lifetime,
sansfit by his good fortune, and many will have
personal reasons for bewailing his untimely
end. His generous donations to local and
county charities have been frequently chronicled in these columns.
The circumstances connected with the death
of sir charles cannot be said to have been
entirely cleared up by the inquest, but at least
enough has been done to dispose of those
rumours to which local superstition has given
rise. There is no reason whatever to suspect
foul play, or to imagine that death could be
from any but natural causes. Sir Charles was a
widower, and a man who may be said to have
been in some ways of an eccentric habit of
mind. In spite of his considerable wealth he
was simple in his personal tastes, and his
indoor servants at Baskerville Hall consisted
of a married couple named Barrymore, the
husband acting as butler and the wife as
housekeeper. Their evidence, corroborated
by that of several friends, tends to show that
sir charles’s health has for some time been
impaired, and points especially to some affection of the heart, manifesting itself in changes
of colour, breathlessness, and acute attacks of
nervous depression. Dr. James Mortimer, the
friend and medical attendant of the deceased,
has given evidence to the same effect.
The facts of the case are simple. sir charles
baskerville was in the habit every night before
going to bed of walking down the famous Yew

the recent sudden death of Sir Charles
Baskerville, whose name has been mentioned as the sansbable Liberal candidate
for mid-devon at the next election, has
cast a gloom over the county. Though Sir
Charles had resided at Baskerville Hall for a
comparatively short period his amiability of
character and extreme generosity had won
the affection and respect of all who had been
brought into contact with him. In these days
of nouveaux riches it is refreshing to find a
case where the scion of an old county family
which has fallen upon evil days is able to make
his own fortune and to bring it back with him
to restore the fallen grandeur of his line. Sir
Charles, as is well known, made large sums of
money in South African speculation. More
wise than those who go on until the
wheel turns against them, he realized
his gains and returned to england with
them. It is only two years since he took up his
residence at Baskerville Hall, and it is common talk how large were those schemes of
reconstruction and imsansvement which have
been interrupted by his death. Being himself
childless, it was his openly expressed desire
that the whole country-side should, within his
own lifetime, sansfit by his good fortune, and
many will have personal reasons for bewailing
his untimely end. His generous donations
to local and county charities have been
frequently chronicled in these columns.
The circumstances connected with the death of
Sir Charles cannot be said to have been entirely
cleared up by the inquest, but at least enough
has been done to dispose of those rumours to
which local superstition has given rise. There
is no reason whatever to suspect foul play, or
to imagine that death could be from any but
natural causes. Sir Charles was a widower, and
a man who may be said to have been in some
ways of an eccentric habit of mind. In spite
of his considerable wealth he was simple
in his personal tastes, and his indoor
servants at Baskerville Hall consisted of
a married couple named Barrymore, the
husband acting as butler and the wife as
housekeeper. Their evidence, corroborated
by that of several friends, tends to show that
Sir Charles’s health has for some time been
impaired, and points especially to some affection of the heart, manifesting itself in changes
of colour, breathlessness, and acute attacks of
nervous depression. Dr. James Mortimer, the
friend and medical attendant of the deceased,
has given evidence to the same effect.
The facts of the case are simple. Sir Charles
Baskerville was in the habit every night before
going to bed of walking down the famous Yew
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Footer Bold
— This is just a
random text to
show a six point
small footnote in
the regular weight
of Pensum.

Footer Extra
— This is just a
random text to
show a six point
small footnote in
the book weight of
Pensum.

Footer Black
— This is just a
random text to
show a six point
small footnote in
the medium weight
of Pensum.
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fractions

68 0/0 and 1 1/2 liter or 33/65 — 68 0/0 and 1 1/2 liter or 33/65

case

Hamburg 22. Tag ¡HH22! — HAMBURG 22. TAG ¡HH22!

small caps

Hamburg 22. Tag ¡HH22! — Hamburg 22. Tag ¡HH22!

all small caps

Hamburg 22. Tag ¡HH22! — Hamburg 22. Tag ¡HH22!

dnom, numr, sinf, sups

Water H20 and x6 is crazy!1 — Water H20 and x6 is crazy!1

lining figures

In 1968 and 42 old man sang — In 1968 and 42 old man sang

oldstyle tabular figures

The 110 for german poilice — The 110 for german poilice

lining tabular figures

The 110 for german poilice — The 110 for german poilice

slashed zero

Passport 11040785000 — Passport 11040785000

standard ligatures

The movie is a film flop — The movie is a film flop

discretionary ligatures

kafkas car check offbeat — kafkas car check offbeat

ordinals: dnom, bumr, sinf, sups

6x + 6x + 6x + 6x + xn-z — 6x + 6x + 6x + 6x + xn-z

contextual alternates

8 x 8 / 3 - 7 / 3,00 € — 8 x 8 / 3 - 7 / 3,00 €

stylistic set 01

STRASSE strasse — STRASSE strasse

stylistic set 02

The → Arrow ← Show — The → Arrow ← Show

stylistic set 03

The → Arrow ← Show — The → Arrow ← Show

stylistic set 04

The → Arrow ← Show — The → Arrow ← Show

stylistic set 05

The → Arrow ← Show — The → Arrow ← Show

stylistic set 06

1 one 2 two 3 three — 1 one 2 two 3 three

stylistic set 07

1 one 2 two 3 three — 1 one 2 two 3 three
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Lowercase, accented
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Small caps, accented

aàáâãäǻāăąæǽbcçćĉċčďdđeèéêëēĕėęěẽfgĝğġģhĥħi
ìíîïĩīĭįıjĵkķklĺļľŀłmnñńņňoòóôõöøōŏőœǿpqrŕŗřsś
ŝ ş š ș t ţ ť ŧ u ù ú û ü ũ ū ŭ ů ű ų v w ẁ ẃ ẅ ŵ x y ý ÿ ŷ ỳ ỹ z ź ż ž ð ŋ þ ss ẞ Ə

Uppercase, accented

AÀÁÂÃÄǺĀĂĄÆǼBCÇĆĈĊČDĎĐEÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼFGĜĞĠĢHĤĦI
ÌÍÎÏĨĪĬĮIJĴKĶLĹĻĽĿŁMNÑŃŅŇOÒÓÔÕÖØŌŎŐŒǾPQRŔŖŘSŚŜ
Ş Š Ș T Ţ Ť Ŧ U Ù Ú Û Ü Ũ Ū Ŭ Ů Ű Ų V W Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ Ŵ X Y Ý Ÿ Ŷ Ỳ Ỹ Z Ź Ż Ž Ð Ŋ Þ SS ẞ Ə

Ligatures

fi

Punctuation, Small Cap Sensetive,
Case Sensitive

h.,: ;…!?¡¿-–—_ ‹ ›«»„“”"‚‘’()[]{}/|¦\*¶#‡†•&@ℓ§©®℗™!?¡¿ -–
—‹›«»“”"‘’()h[]{}/|¦\*#•&@©®℗™H!?¡¿-–—‹›«»()[]{}/|¦\*¶•

Figures: Sansp. Lining, Tab. Lining,
Sansp. Mediavel, Tab. Mediavel
Numerator, Denominator,
Superior, Inferios, Fractions
Currency

ffi

fl

ffl

fj

ffj

ff

fb

ffb

fk

ffk

fh

ffh

tt

ft

ch

ck

st

sp
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